
TIMEX CASE ANAYLSIS

CASE STUDY ON TIMEX PRESENTED BY GROUP

You can use the following strategy to organize the findings and suggestions. It is not intended to illustrate
either effective or ineffective handling of a management situation. This leads to either missing details or poor
sentence structures. You should make a list of factors that have significant impact on the organization and
factors that drive growth in the industry. Step 8 -Implementation Framework The goal of the business case
study is not only to identify problems and recommend solutions but also to provide a framework to implement
those case study solutions. One memorable ad showed a Timex watch strapped to the propeller of a motor boat
before being driven across the lake. Often history is provided in the case not only to provide a background to
the problem but also provide the scope of the solution that you can write for the case study. Timex Corp. The
IssuesIndustry observers expect the next big technological trend in watches to be two-way voice
communication timepieces â€” Dick Tracy style. Porter Five Forces is a strategic analysis tool that will help
you in understanding the relative powers of the key players in the business case study and what sort of
pragmatic and actionable case study solution is viable in the light of given facts. Begin slowly - underline the
details and sketch out the business case study description map. Coordinating watches with clothing, changing
watch bands for different occasions, and wearing designer watches that convey status and prestige is
increasingly important to consumers. Timex was also very successful advertising the Indiglo watches when
the technology was introduced in  If you able to provide a detailed implementation framework then you have
successfully achieved the following objectives - Detailed understanding of the case, Clarity of HBR case study
fundamentals, Analyzed case details based on those fundamentals and Developed an ability to prioritize
recommendations based on probability of their successful implementation. In our live classes we often come
across business managers who pinpoint one problem in the case and build a case study analysis and solution
around that singular point. Reading up the HBR fundamentals helps in sketching out business case study
analysis and solution roadmap even before you start reading the case study. HBR case studies provide
anecdotal instances from managers and employees in the organization to give a feel of real situation on the
ground. The Product Timex appears to have learned from its mistakes. In , a Swiss company approached
Timex and asked it to do the worldwide marketing for a new product. The company reportedly sold over 13
million watches annually in over 90 countries across the world, through an extensive distribution network.
Given its success, it is not surprising that Timex continued to put almost its entire advertising budget into
campaigns for Indiglo in  There were very few established brands in the country and the existing players were
technologically way behind global standards. Make a time line of the events and issues in the case study.


